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With the exception of a small number of Dutch warships, the
technical data so far presented in this series covers all of the
warships (of destroyer escort size or largef which saw action in
the Pacific Theatre.

This second installment of our ship data
feature completes the roster for United
States warships as well as listing British
and other Commonwealth warshiPs.
Surface vessels smaller than destroyer
escons are not included.

Ships not completed in time to take part
in the war have, for the most part, been
excluded from this directory. A few
exceptions however, specifically the
more interesting capital ships, have
slipped through.

Part One appeared in our January '86
issue and can be ordered f rom o u r

Australian or US off ice while stocks last.

Our hext issue will contain the final
chapter. lt will provide the specifications
for German, ltalian, French, Russian and
selected minor country navies as well as
some general data for support vessels
and auxilliaries of all nationalities.

To make use of the information, locate
the required ship from the listing and note
the ship class to which it belongs. Now
find this ship class from the appropriate
table and enter these values either
directly into your com puter or
(recommended) onto a blank design
sheet.

Note that the pennant numbers for CV's
are included even though there is enough

space in the carrier creation routine to
enter most names in full.

The ship class tables also include the
speeialized data needed to create
aircraft carriers and submarines. Th is
information appears in the top row, in
brackets, beside the number of ships in
the class. For aircraft carriers, air
capacity and spot number are read as
(A,S). For submarines, depth and speed
are read as (D,S).

We can illustrate the procedure with
some examples" To design a scenario on
the 1941 battles in the Mediterranean you
will require, among others, both the
Queen Elizabeth and the Ark RaYal.
Consult the Commonwealth ship listings
(under battleships) and you'll find the
pennant number of the Queen Elizabeth
is BB 00 and the ship class is BB 1912"
Locate BB 1 912 in the ship class tables
and enter the data found there onto a
blank design sheet.

The Ark Royal is an aircraft carrier
belonging to ship class CV 1935. The
bracketed numbers in the top row of the
class data are the carrier's air capacity
and spot number, namely (60,4) These
two values are needed for the carrier
creation routine. Ark Royal's pennant
number (CV 91) is provided for historical
interest only.

The pennant numbers of Commonwealth
warships were not, unfortunatelY,
organized in the orderly, sequential
fashion adopted by the United States
Navy. All warships were awarded a 2
(sometimes 3) digit number with the
pennants of srnaller ships and those of
colonial navies being preceded by a
single letter of the alphabet (Flag
Superior). Furthermore, these flags
underwent one, sometimes two, changes
in the course of the war,

The pennant numbers given to
Commonwealth ships in this directory are
those held in September 1939 or the date
of commission for vessels entering
service during the war.

Nineteen bulk transports/oil tankers were
converted into merchant aircraft carriers
(CVM 1942) f rom 1942 to early 1943.
Only their air crew were naval personnel
and they were otherwise commanded and
manned by merchant marine seamen. On
this account they did not rece ive
pennants. With the arrival of purpose
built escort carriers in the latter part of
the war, these ships were phased out of
service. lf you need to use any of theffi,
assign a scratch pennant in the range
cvM 1-19.

Some 56 armed merchant cruisers were
commissioned in the war Years. A
representative selection (AMC misc) of
them have been included in t h is
directory.
The 50 destroyer escorts of class DE
1918 are those provided on lend-lease by
the United States in exchange for port
{acilities in the West lndies.
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